
Transition Cambridge Energy Group Minutes 15/Dec/2009

Present: Cara (new). Stuart (chair), Robert, Patrick, Nicola (minutes)

Apologies: Roland

The last meeting minutes were approved.

Mill Road Winter Fair
There was quite a lot of interest in PV from people at the stand, either for schools, for homes or just
generally.

Robert reported strong interest from a lady called Anne Hines who was intent on setting up PV on a
whole street – but we have been unable to find her name in the list of signups, sadly. She was also
interested in pyrolisation of organic waste.

Stuart was told about HICCA's lighthouse project which was intending to provide PV for houses to
power lights. Nicola has tried to contact them since to see how far they got but there has not been
any response. Information from a HICCA contact suggests that they failed to get funding.

Quite a lot of people seemed to be interested in advice rather than funding. It was therefore
suggested that we conduct a survey of people who already have renewable energy installations for
their feedback and advice. There are lots of other sources of advice such as the yahoo self build
forum but the feeling was this needs to be distilled to be useful.

It should be possible to leaflet people who have installations and ask them to fill in a survey, on the
internet or by telephone, to gather information. Stuart has a map of installations in the city. This is
only to street level but it should be possible to be more precise by looking down the streets.

Action: Stuart to prepare an easy and inviting survey form for people who have renewable energy
installations

Tweak My Home
Lots of leaflets were given away at Mill Road Winter Fair and there was an entry in the bulletin this
week. Some people had comments on his website.

Action: All give feedback to John about his website (www.tweakmyhome.co.uk)

Rooftop PV
Stuart and Nicola visited Mayfield Primary School this morning. They have 4 kWp PV installed
under the solar4schools program 3 years ago. It was fully funded and has been no trouble.

Castle School also have PV under the same scheme but have not returned Nicola's calls.

Nicola raised the concern that since commercial tariffs for electricity are so much lower than
domestic tariffs,  payback times for PV are longer and it makes more economic sense to concentrate
on household installations.

Cara reported that http://www.affordableenergy.co.uk was a scheme offering grants and discounts
for household energy including PV.

Action Nicola – to write a case study based on them for the website. Must be reviewed by the



school.

Wind
Robert is still waiting for a response from the man near Barton who seemed interested in the 5 kW
turbine.

The questions which Stuart and Nicola prepared to ask schools with PV are equally suitable for
other renewable technologies such as wind. School with wind in and around the city include:

 Perse school for girls (but only a tiny one to power one PC)

 Orchard Park (a vertical axis turbine, apparently they also have solar thermal hot water  and
natural ventilation see
http://www2.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/db/pressrel.nsf/729e5777b124350980256b560033a513/
ca02995484194833802574dc003121d4?OpenDocument)

Action Nigel/Roland? To consider making enquiries at Orchard Park, based on the survey.

NB.  There are others further away including, recently, Bassingbourne Primary school (5 kW) and
several listed by Roger in his research  from 3rd November (available from
http://www.transitioncambridge.org/thewiki/wiki-uploads/TTEnergyPriv.Swavesey/Roger-schools-
wind.doc)

Mini-finance
Nicola has asked Andy from CCF to  help design packages and characterise the loans required (job,
cost, energy savings, payback time). He has not had time as yet to do this.

Hydro
It seems that Hauxton Mill is part of the large parcel of land owned by the developers Harrow
Estates. This is good, since we would only have one party to deal with. However, it is grade 2 listed
which limits our options to a degree. Also outline planning permission for the development has just
been refused, so the developers will probably have other priorities right now. 

The Mill is close to the postcode CB22 5HU – go north a bit and you will see a minor road crossing
the Cam. In satellite view you can see a long building it.

Next meeting
Will be Jan 19th 2010. 

Patrick has kindly offered to host it again but a  more central location may be preferable.


